COSMOS QUARTZ FAQ

◊

What is Quartz?

QUARTZ- is the second most abundant and naturally occurring mineral found in the Earth’s Crust. Quartz is
the fourth hardest mineral known to man.

◊

What is Cosmos Quartz?

COSMOS QUARTZ- is a perfect blend of the latest technology combined with the beauty and durability of
Natural Quartz. This blend creates a final product performing as a superior and versatile surface.

◊

Does Cosmos Quartz come with a warranty?

YES WARRANTY- Your decision to purchase Cosmos Quartz is covered with an industry leading 10
year product warranty.

◊

Will Cosmos Quartz have variation in color from sampling?

YES- Color variation is intended and designed into many colors to enhance the aesthetic quality. Samples are
small select cuts from a slab; they do not exhibit all the characteristics of a color. If you would like to view slabs
prior to final commitment just contact your fabricator to do so. Cosmos Quartz is not a seamless product. Where
there are seams the product pattern and shade can change.

◊

Can I cut directly on Cosmos Quartz?

NO- You will ruin your knives. Quartz is much harder than steel and should not be used as a cutting surface. You
must use a cutting board that is appropriate for your cutting tools.

◊

What maintenance is required with Cosmos Quartz? Does it need to be sealed?

NO MAINTENANCE REQUIRED- Clean your Cosmos Quartz surface with a mild non-abrasive, nonbleach cleanser. That is it!

◊

What slab sizes and thicknesses are available?

LARGE SLABS- Cosmos Quartz offers slab sizes of 63”x 118”, with thickness variations of
3cm or 1 ¼”. Large slab sizes result in better project yield and job cost savings. Other
thicknesses and tiles are available by special order.

◊

Where can I use Cosmos Quartz in my project?

ANY INDOOR APPLICATION- Kitchen Countertops, bathroom vanities,
service counters, desks, shower accessories, flooring, etc…
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◊

Is Cosmos Quartz heat resistant? Can I put hot pots directly on the surface?

YES- Cosmos Quartz is highly heat resistant.
NO- You cannot put hot pots directly on the surface. No countertop surface is completely unaffected by any
kind of direct heat. You must use a trivet or hot pad to insure protection for any countertop surface from heated
cookware.

◊

Is Cosmos Quartz food friendly?

YES, FOOD SAFE- Cosmos Quartz is non-porous, creating the ideal surface for hygienic food preparation and
if properly cleaned it is virtually bacteria free.

◊

Why Cosmos Quartz?

OUR FAVORITE QUESTION:
• Quality- Our product is supreme. Compare Cosmos Quartz side by side to any other brand and we are sure
that you will agree.
• Service- Cosmos Quartz is distributed through ten US Cosmos Granite facilities covering the entire US
mainland. Backed by our international parent Company, Divya Shakti, Cosmos Quartz has the
luxury of matching and manufacturing just about any quartz selection and successfully completing
any cut-to-size project.
• Price-

After reviewing our product, warranty, large slab size and service level, compare Cosmos Quartz’ price
to any other Quartz brand and you may wonder what they do with all that money.

QUALITY, SERVICE AND PRICE ; WHO SAID YOU CAN'T GET ALL THREE?
For more information about Cosmos Quartz,
please contact Cosmos Granite directly by
writing or calling:
Home Office:
COSMOS GRANITE & MARBLE
501 South New Hope Rd.
Raleigh, NC 27610
Phone: (919) 212-0303
Fax: (919) 212-0305
cq@cosmosgranite.com
www.cosmosgranite.com
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